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Abstract 
We consider abstract interpretation (in particular strictness analysis) for pairs and 
lists. We begin by reviewing the well-known fact that the best known description of a 
pair of elements is obtained using the tensor product rather than the Cartesian product. 
We next present a generalisation of Wadler’s strictness analysis for lists using the notion 
of open set. Finally, we illustrate the intimate connection between the case analysis 
implicit in Wadler’s strictness analysis and the precision that the tensor product allows 
for modelling the inverse cons operation. 
1. Introduction 
Let us begin with pairs 
It is common belief that to describe a pair one must use a pair of descriptions. 
As an example consider a pair (true, false) and an analysis for detecting 
constants based on the lattice: 
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It is immediate that T is the best description of “true” and F is the best 
description of “false” so that it is natural to use (T, F) as the description of 
(true, false). 
It is well known that in general this approach does not give the best descrip- 
tion possible. As an example consider the pair (x, x) where x is either “true” 
or “false” and thus is described by 1. Here the above strategy would call for 
using (I, I). A similar description would arise for the pair (x, lx) and if the 
use of the pair was to test for equality of the two booleans we will obviously 
not obtain precise information: it would appear that the result of the test is 
( 1 = I ) which clearly is 1. 
The solution is immediate: we will describe (x, x) by ( T, T) or (F, F) and 
(x, lx) by (T, F ) or (F, T)-assuming of course that x is described by 2. Then 
the test will always yield T in case of (x, x) and always F in case of (x, lx). 
This observation is by no means novel. It dates back (at least) to [ lo] 
that distinguished between independent attribute analyses (the first kind) and 
relational analyses (the second kind). The first systematic treatment was given 
in [ 121 and the highlights are also presented in [ 13-l 51. It amounted to the 
following identifications: 
independent attribute method E Cartesian product, 
relational method = tensor product. 
The notion of tensor product is a very general notion from category theory 
[ 111. One has to be specific about the category (complete lattices) and the 
property (additivity or distributivity) in order to home in on the concept. An 
early reference to tensor products of complete lattices is [2], and [ 121 gave a 
direct construction that was closer to motivating why the tensor product would 
be useful for the relational method; the construction we give in Section 2 is 
a cut-down version that applies to finite complete lattices only. (Hence the 
reader can happily forget about compact elements, consistently complete cpo’s, 
algebraicity, ideal completions etc. for the duration of this paper.) 
Let us now turn to lists 
Here the difficulty is not to find a general description of lists but to find one 
that is useful for the analysis of lazy languages. The first remarkable success in 
this area was Wadler’s strictness analysis for lists [ 181. For lists of base types, 
like Int list, it used a four-point domain (see Fig. 1). Here a list is finite if 
it is of the form u1 : . . . : II,, : NIL, and is non-finite if it is either infinite, i.e. 
211 : 212 : . . .) or else partial, i.e. v1 : . . . : 21, : 1. 
Much work has been directed at generalising Wadler’s construction to other 
recursive data structures (e.g. [ 51). In a sense this is not hard; however, 
it would seem that no one has been able to obtain a generalisation that is 
equally natural. (Almost all generalisations contain far too many descriptive 
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7 
1.5 describing all lists 
0 0.5 describing all lists that contain a I-element if finite 
4= 
0 1 describing all non-finite lists 
00 describing only the I-list 
Fig. 1. Wadler’s four-point domain. 
elements and more or less ad hoc ways have to be found to throw some of 
them out again.) Here we consider the more mundane task of generalising 
Wadler’s analysis from lists of base types to arbitrary lists. One easy approach 
(discovered by many) is to note that Wadler’s construction amounts to the 
double lifting of the two-point domain 
1 describing all elements 
2= 
I 0 describing only the I-element 
used to describe the strictness properties of base types. However, this does not 
give the desired descriptive power when the elements of the lists have more 
structure. This was also observed in [5] and in Section 3 we shall see how to 
do better-without first introducing many more descriptive elements and next 
making sure that only the interesting ones are retained. 
The success of Wadler’s analysis is not only due to the use of a four-point 
domain but rests at least as much on the (implicit) use of case analysis when 
analysing function definitions. In Section 4 we then show that case analysis 
amounts to nothing but the use of an inverse cons operation-provided that 
the range of the inverse cons operation is modelled using tensor product. 
This amounts to a formalisation of Wadler’s remark that the case analysis is 
performed by using the abstraction of cons “in a backward manner”. 
2. Tensor products for pairs 
Let us consider a small lazy functional language with types given by 1 
1 In a realistic language one would have only one of x and 8, say x. Some occurrences of x will 
then be interpreted as we interpret x and others as we interpret @. The actual choice will depend 
on the precision wanted and the context of the occurrence. 
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The first step in describing an analysis by means of abstract interpretation is 
to describe the complete lattice A (t) associated with each type t. For strictness 
analysis it is common to model the base types using the two-point lattice 
2 described above. However, to illustrate how lists of structured types are 
handled we shall be a bit more ambitious in some of our choices: 
A(Int) = 2, A(Boo1) = 2*. 
Thus our modelling of Int is a proper strictness analysis whereas our modelling 
of Boo1 amounts to an analysis for detecting constants; however, if o&y the 0 
and 1 elements are retained we have a proper strictness analysis corresponding 
to the use of A(Boo1) = 2. 
For composite types our starting point will be the following definitions: 
ActI x t21 = bf(tl) xA(t2))1, 
A(t* -+ t21 = (A(t1) + A(t2))1. 
The basic 
Example 1. the function : BoolxBool -+ Boo1 that tests for equality 
of its two arguments. In the analysis A it will be natural to set 
A(eq) = up(eqodn) 
where eq : 2* x 2* + 2* is given by 
and where up and dn are the standard “polymorphic operators” that transform 
between domains D and DL: 
up:D--tDI, dn : DI + D. 
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To be more specific the domain DI may be taken to be { (0, d ) 1 d E D} u {I’} 
with I’ L (0,d) and (0,d) & (0,d’) whenever d C d’; then up(d) = (0,d) 
and dn ( (0, d) ) = d as well as dn( I’) = I where I is the least element of D. 
Returning to the example of the Introduction let us consider the behaviour 
of a function 
f(x) = eq(x,x) 
upon an element x that can be either “true” or “false”. Here I describes x and 
using A (eq) as specified in Example 1 we obtain I as the result, even though 
we know that the result must be “true” so that one would have hoped for T 
as the result of the analysis. 
The crux of the problem is that 
w((T,T))~w((F,F)) = w((T,J’))~w(V’,T)). 
This means that even if we use that T u F = I and so describe (x,x) 
by w((T, T)) LJ wUW’)) and ( x,7x) by up((T,F))uup((F,T)) we will 
immediately lose the benefits of this “case” analysis. The solution we propose 
is to use lifted tensor product rather than lifted Cartesian product. This will 
enable us to achieve 
up(cross(T, T)) U up(cross(F, F)) # 
up(cross(T, F)) u up(cross(F, T)) 
for a suitable function cross. However, to be able to compare the possibilities 
we shall keep the interpretation of A (tr x t2) and instead interpret A (ti C.ZJ t2) 
as a tensor product. 
To conduct this development we need a few auxiliary notions. A function 
f : L + M is (binary) additive if 
“f-u1 ul2) = _f-(ll) uf(l2) 
for all li and 12 in L. A function f : L x L’ -+ M is separately (binary) additive 
if 
for all choices of Ii, 12, 1, I;, 1; and I’. It is easy to show that if f : Lx L’ + M is 
additive then it is also separately additive but the converse does not hold. The 
tensor product may then be regarded as a way of turning separately additive 
functions into additive ones. To be more precise consider complete lattices L 
and L’. 
Definition 2. A pair (L @ L’, cross) is a tensor product of L and L’ (with 
respect to additivity) provided that 
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L 63 L’ is a complete lattice, 
cross : L x L’ + L @ L’ is a continuous function that is separately additive, 
for all complete lattices A4 and for all continuous functions f : L x L’ + M 
that are separately additive the following universal property holds: there 
exists precisely one continuous function f@ : L @ L’ + M that is additive 
and satisfies the equation f@ o cross = f. 
This may all be illustrated by the following commuting diagram: 
L x L’ 
More precisely we have “defined” the tensor product (with respect to additiv- 
ity) within the category CL of complete lattices (as objects) and continuous 
functions (as morphisms). We have as yet no guarantee that the tensor prod- 
uct always exists in CL or in subcategories. However, it follows from general 
categorical reasoning that the tensor product-if it exists-is unique up to 
isomorphism; this means that if (Ml, cross1 ) and (Mz, crossz) are both tensor 
products of L and L’ then there is an isomorphism 8 from Ml to M2 such that 
8 o cross1 = crossz. (Here an isomorphism 8 is a bijection such that it and its 
inverse are both morphisms of the category in question.) 
Example 3. The complete lattice 2* 8 2* is 
The function cross : 2* x 2* + 2* @ 2* will map a pair (ai, a2) into the least 
2 x 2 chess board with the (ai, a2) square being black, so e.g. 
cross(0, 1) = 0 
Given f : 2* x 2* + M we define f @ : 2* C% 2* -+ M by 
f@OJ =U{f( ul,a2) 1 the (a,,~) square of a is black}. 
It is easy to verify that this indeed defines a tensor product. 
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Example 4. The lower powerdomain P(D) of a finite cpo D is 
333 
P(D) = ({Y 
where 
LC(Y) = {d 
is the left-closure 
1 Y.) Then 
CD 1 Y # 0A Y = LC(Y)},C) 
13~ E Y: d E y} 
of a subset Y. (In the literature this is sometimes written 
(P(D x D’),A(Y, Y’). { ( Y,Y’) IYE YAY’E Y’>) 
is a tensor product of P (D) and P (D' ). Furthermore, if f : P(D) x P (D' ) --+ M 
is a continuous function then fo : P (D x D’) + A4 is given by 
f@‘(Y) = U{f(LC({y}),LC({y’})) I (Y,Y’) E y>. 
Example 5. The lattice 22 is isomorphic to P(D) where D is 
t 
V 
f 
I
and 0 N {I}, T N (4 I}, F N {f, I} and 1 N {t, f, I}. It then follows that 
22 ~3 22 is isomorphic to P(D x D) which among others contains the elements: 
cms(T, T) N {(L 11, (1, t), (t, 11, (4 t)}, 
cross(F,F) - {t&l), (L./-J, (.I-,l), (f,f)), 
cross(T,F) N {(Ll), (Lf), (4-L), (t,f)), 
cross(F, T) N ((1, I), C-L t), U-, 11, (f, t)>. 
In this particular instance the least upper bound operation corresponds to set 
union so it follows that cross ( T, T ) U cross (F, F ) and cross ( T, F ) u cross (F, T ) 
will be distinct elements of 22 8 22. 
The above example shows that the tensor product always exists in the 
category of distributive and finite lattices and monotonic (hence continuouos) 
functions; this follows from [6, Section 71 that in effect shows that L is a 
finite and distributive lattice if and only if L = P(D) for a finite cpo D. A 
much more general result may be found in [2] but note that the notion of 
tensor product studied there is slightly different. 2 Here we shall be content 
with demonstrating the existence of the tensor product within the category 
2 It is the tensor product with respect to complete additivity. Which tensor product is the more 
adequate depends on the setting at hand. We believe that the tensor product studied in this paper 
is well suited for lazy languages whereas that of [2] is well suited for eager languages. 
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FCL of finite complete lattices and monotonic (hence continuous) functions. 
The elements of L @ will be certain 
cc1 (Y) = ((11 u l2,l’) I (~I,~‘), (I2,l’) E y>, 
CC2(Y) = {UJ~ ul;) I UJ;), UJ;) E y> 
denote the closure in the first and second components, respectively. 
Fact 6. For each subset Y g L x L’ the set 
TC(Y) = n{Y’ c L x L’ 1 Y c Y’ A Y’ = LC(Y’) A 
Y’ = cc, (Y’) A Y’ = CC,(Y’)} 
is the least left-closed set that contains Y and that is closed in both components. 
Proposition 7. The following data 
= ({Y c L x L’ 1 Y # 0A Y = LC(Y) = CCi(Y) = CC,(Y)},C), 
cross = n(l,I’).LC({(I,1’)}), 
f @ = AY. U{f (1, Z’) I (I, 1’) E Y}, 
construct a tensor product (with respect o additivity) in the category FCL of 
finite complete lattices and monotonic (hence continuous) functions. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
We can now return to the definition of the analysis A where we have already 
hinted at the desire to use 
A(tl @ltZ) = (A(tl)c3‘4A(tZ.))I. 
Returning to the example of the Introduction we can now describe (x,x) by 
up(cross(T,T)) u up(cross(F,F)) and the pair (x,1x) by up(cross(T,F)) u 
up(cross(F, T) ). It follows from Example 5 that these descriptions are distinct. 
Example 8. In Example 1 we considered the analysis of the function eq. Now 
consider the similar function eq’ : Boo1 18 Boo1 + Bool. For this it is natural to 
set 
A(eq’) = up(eq@ odn) 
= up(Aa. U{eq(l,Z’) I (l,l’) E dn(a)}). 
In this way A (eq' ) will give F when it is applied to up(cross( T, F ) ) LI 
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up( cruss(t;, T) ) and it will give T when it is applied to up( cross( T, T) ) L. 
up ( CYOSS (F, F ) ). Thus the required precision has been obtained. 
3. Wadler-like analysis of general lists 
To prepare for our analysis of lists we need some terminology. Given a 
partially ordered set D and a subset Y & D we define the right-closure of Y, 
or upwards closure of Y, as 
RC(Y) ={d~D[3y~Y:yLd}. 
(In the literature this is sometimes written 1 Y.) A subset Y & D is Scott-open, 
or open in the Scott-topology, if and only if 
l Y is right-closed, i.e. RC (Y) = Y, and 
l for all chains (d, )n: if u, d,, E Y then d, E Y for some IZ. 
Given our restriction to finite lattices the second condition is trivial and 
Scott-open just means right-closed throughout this paper. It is immediate that 
RC( Y) is the least right-closed set that contains Y. We now define 
O(D) = ({Y CD 1 Y = RC(Y) A Y # 0},>, 
as the partially ordered set of nonempty right-closed sets. 
Fact 9. If D is a finite complete lattice then 0 (D) is a finite complete lattice with 
least element D, greatest element (To) where TD is the greatest element of D, 
and least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds given by (I and u, respectively. 
Example 10. 0 (A (Int ) ) has elements { 0, I} and {I} with { 0, I} c {I}; thus 
0 (A (Int ) ) is isomorphic to 2. 
O(A(Boo1)) has elements {I}, {F, I}, {T, I}, {T,F, I}, and (0, T,F, I}. The 
partial order may be depicted as follows 
where 2 denotes {I}, T denotes {T, I}, TandF denotes {T, F, I}, etc. (Clearly 
it is isomorphic to (22)1.) 
Since A ( Int x Int ) is isomorphic to A (Boo1 ) I it follows that (3 (A ( Int x Int ) ) 
is as above but with an additional least element. 
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For our analysis of lists we shall then use the following generalisation of 
Wadler’s construction: 
A(t list) = (o(A(t))~)l. 
To overcome the growing notational complexity it is helpful to write 
0 for I, 
I for up(l), 
YE for up(up(Y)), and 
YE for RC({Y})G that is w(w(RC({y}))). 
The intended meaning of these elements is as follows: 
0 describes the I-list, 
1 additionally describes all infinite lists and all 
TE describes all lists. 
partial lists, and 
Finally, let YE E A (t list) satisfy Y # RC ({T}). We may write Y = 
{al,..., ak} and we know that k > 0. Then 
YE describes all infinite lists and all partial lists and some finite lists; 
a finite list [?I,, . . . , un ] = v1 : . . : vn : NIL is described if there 
are k indices jr,. . . , jk such that the property ai describes the 
element 21 j, . 
A more precise definition of the relationship between properties of lists and 
concrete lists may be found in Appendix B. 
Example 11. For the strictness analysis we get A (Int list) = 4 as in Wadler’s 
approach because 0 (A (Int ) ) is isomorphic to A (Int ) (cf. Example 10). A 
similar remark applies to lists of lists of base types, etc. 
The difference between Wadler’s approach and ours arises when the elements 
have more structure as for lists of booleans. Here we get: 
A(Bool list) = 
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The element TandFc really is RC({ T, F})E = { 1, T, F}E and it is the only 
element of (0(A(Bo0l))~)l that is not accounted for in (A(Bool)l)l. Thus 
we are able to give a more precise description of a list like [true, false] than 
Wadler is, because we can record that both “true” and “false” are present in 
the list. 
As follows from Example 10 the analysis of A ( (Int x ht ) list) would be 
very similar except that there would be an additional element between 1 and 0~. 
The analogue of the list [true, false] then is the list [ up( ( 1, I) ), up( (I, 2) ) ] 
which does not have an adequate description in Wadler’s approach (cf. the 
discussion in [ 5 ] where the inadequacy of a generalisation of Wadler’s approach 
is described). Appendix B contains a slightly more detailed discussion of these 
matters. 
Example 12. Returning to Example 11 the concrete lists described by the 
properties of A (Boo1 list ) may be described as follows: 
0 describes I, 
1 additionally describes all infinite lists and all partial lists 
(e.g. true : false : I), 
OE additionally describes all finite lists with at least one I- 
element (e.g. [I]), 
TandFc additionally describes all finite lists with at least one “true”- 
element and at least one “false’‘-element (e.g. [true, false] ), 
TE additionally describes all finite lists with at least one “true”- 
element (e.g. [true] ), 
FE additionally describes (with respect to TandFc ) all finite 
lists with at least one “false’‘-element (e.g. [false] ), 
le additionally describes [ 1. 
To illustrate the benefit of using (O(A(Bool))l)l rather than (A(Boo~)~)~ 
consider the (Miranda-like) function 
g 1 = isnil (filter (=true) 1) V isnil (filter (=false) 1) 
Here isnil tests for a list being nil and filter (=x1 1 denotes the list 
consisting of those elements of 1 that equal x. Thus 
g ( [true, false] ) = false, 
g([tme,ll) = 1, 
g(false : I) = I, 
g( [true]) = true, 
g( [false] ) = true. 
If we let g denote the optimal analysis of g it follows that 
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g(Oc) = 0, 
g ( TandFE) = F, 
g(TE) = g(F&) = 1. 
Now consider the list [true, false]. It is described by all of TE, FE and TandFE 
but not by 0~; hence TandFE is the optimal description of [true, false]. Thus 
the inclusion of TandFE allows the analysis of g( [true, false] ) to give a better 
result than if TandFE had not been included. 
4. Tensor products and case analysis for lists 
So far we have not shown how to interpret the functions associated with the 
tensor product, nor the notion of case analysis implicit in Wadler’s analysis. 
This is all rectified in this section where the connection is also demonstrated. 
When doing so we shall introduce the required language primitives as the need 
arises; we shall refer the reader to [ 16 ] for the full interpretation (for a more 
general language) and for an explanation of the intricacies of the fixed point 
operator. 
Example 13. Turning to operations on lists of integers we recall the strictness 
properties 0, I, OE and 1~ and consider the functions hd that takes the head 
of a list, length that computes the lenght of a list and sum that adds a list of 
integers. The optimal analysis of these functions are up(hd), up( length) and 
up(sum) where hd, length and sum are given by 
01 I1 
001 1 
000 I 
We shall regard hd as a primitive of the functional language whereas length 
and sum will be programs; as we shall see it will cost some effort to obtain a 
compositional and optimal analysis A of length and sum. 
4.1. Using a case construct 
To account for Wadler’s notion of case analysis we shall assume that we 
have a case construct 
case (el, e2 ) 
Given a list as argument the idea is to apply el to the list if it is empty and 
otherwise to apply e2 to the pair of its head and tail. 
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Example 14. Using the case construct we may define the following version of 
the length and sum programs: 
length1 : Int list + Int, 
length1 = fix(lf.case(zero,addopair(one,f))), 
sum1 : Int list -+ Int, 
suml = fix(lf.case(zero,addopair(id,f))). 
Here zero and one are constant functions returning 0 and 1, respectively, add 
is integer addition, id is the identity function and pair (et, e2) is intended to 
map (7b,u2) to (el(ul),e2(v2)). 
Most of the definitions needed are rather straightforward: 
A(zer0) E A(t + Int), 
A(zer0) = up(lu. 1), 
A(one) E A(t -+ Int), 
A(one) = up(Aa. I), 
A(add) E A(Int x Int + Int), 
A(add) = up(k~a~ ma;? where (at,&) = &z(u)), 
A(id) EA(t-+t), 
A(id) = up(kZ.U), 
A(o) E A(t2 -+ t3) x A(t, --+ t2) + A(tl + t3), 
A(o)(h,h2) = 
up(~U.dn(h1)(~~(~2)(U))), ifhl # -~~h2 # L 
I 
> otherwise, 
A(pair) E A(tl + t3) x A(t2 + t4) -+ A(t1 x t2 + t3 x t4), 
AWr)(hl,hz) 
i 
up(nU.up((dn(hl)(U,),~~(h2)(a2))) 
= where (ul,u2) = &r(u)), if hl # I A h2 # I, 
4 otherwise, 
A(cons) E A(t 4 t’) x A(t + t’ list) + A(t + t’ list), 
A(cons)(hl,k) 
up Au. 
1, if dn(hZ)(u) E 1 
YE n (dn(hl) (a))&, if dn(h2) (a) = YE ’ 
= 
1 
( i 
if hI # I A h2 # I, 
J-9 otherwise, 
A(ni1) E A(t + t’ list), 
A(ni1) = up(k.T&), 
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A(hd) E A(2 list + t), 
A(t1) E A(t list --* t list), 
A(tl) =u+ ( tc,i;i;E). 
A(fix) E (A(t + t’) -+ A(t + t’)) ---f A(t + t’), 
A(fix) = FIX’ where FIX’ = AH. Unal H”(up(I)). 
The more interesting construct is case: 
A(case) E A(t list + t’) x A(t x (t list) + t’) + A(t list -+ t’), 
A(eaae)(hi,h2) 
/ 
UP 
= 
\ -L 
/ 
b(V), ifa = 0 
ddh2)@~04(t), I))), ifa=l 
La U{whZHUPmK (Ye Y’)E))) I Y’ G Y}, 
ifa = Y&f TE 
dn(h2) (UP( UAW, TE))) udn(h)(Tc), 
\ ifa = TE 
if hi # I A h2 # I, 
otherwise, 
where we have used the notation 
Y 8 Y’ = RC(Y \ RC(Y’)) U {T}. 
The two first and the last clause (for hi # I A h2 # I ) should be fairly 
straightforward. In the third clause Y’ is the set of possible descriptions of 
the first element of the list and then (Y 8 Y’)E will be the corresponding 
description of the tail of the list. All choices of Y’ C Y are possible so we join 
the results. The correctness of this definition is demonstrated in Appendix B. 
Example 15. In the case of lists of base types the above definition of A(case) 
amounts to the following for hi f I and h2 # I: 
A(ease)(hi,hz) 
i 
0, ifa = 0 
La. 
dn(hz)(uP((l,I))), ifa = 1 
= up 
~~(~z)(uP((I,OE))) udn(h2)(u~((O, 1&))), if a = 0.3 
dn(hZ)(uP((1,I&))) udn(h)(lE), if a = I& 
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We shall explain the definition in the case where a = 0~. Here we use that 
a = 0~ really stands for a = YE with Y = (0, I}. The subsets Y’ of Y are 0, 
{0}, {I} and (0, I} but as explained in Appendix B it turns out that we only 
need to consider { 1) and { 0, I}. Since 
n{O, I} = 0 and (0, I} 8 (0, I} = {I}, 
n(2) = I and {O,l}e{l} = {O,I}, 
this gives the contribution 
as stated. Thus our general definition of A (case) specialises to Wadler’s notion 
of case analysis for lists of base types. 
Example 16. As we have already said hd is a primitive and thus there is no 
need to analyse it here. We may now perform the following analysis of length: 
[lengthrj (A) = up(ia. case a of 
0:o 
I:0 
OE : 1 
I&: I) 
Thus dn([lengthrj (A)) equals the optimal result of Example 13. Turning to 
sum we may perform the following analysis: 
[sumr] (A) = up(Aa. case a of 
0:o 
I:0 
O& : 0 
le: 1) 
Thus also dn([suml] (A)) equals the optimal result of Example 13. 
4.2. Using tensor products 
We shall now see how to obtain a similar effect by using the tensor product 
and then dispensing with the case construct. In the standard semantics (of 
Appendix B) case(ei, 122) is equivalent to 
cond(isnil,ei,ez o split) 
where cond is the familiar conditional on functions, isnil is the test for whether 
a list is empty or not and split returns the head and tail of a nonempty list, 
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i.e. split is the inverse cons operation. The analysis A will interpret these 
constructs as follows: 
/f(cond) E /f(t --) Bool) x A(t + t') x A(t -+ t') + /f(t + t'), 
A(cond)(hl,b,h3) 
if dn(ht)(a) = 0 
if dn(ht)(a) = T 
if&(ht)(a) = F = 
do (a) U dn(h3) (a), if dn(ht ) (a) = 1 
if ht # I A h2 # I A h3 # I, 
A( isnil) E A(t list+ Bool), 
0, if a=0 
A (isnil) = up F, ifa#OAa#T& 
1, if a = TE 
A(split) E A(t list + t X (t list)), 
Note that if we had used A(Boo1) = 2 instead of A(Boo1) = 22 then two 
of the subcases in the definition of A (cond) would disappear and A (isnil) 
would have to return I rather than F. Thus we would lose precision. 
Example 17. Using cond, isnil and split we may now consider the following 
definitions of length and sum: 
length2: Int list + Int, 
length2 = fix(ilf.cond(isnil,zero,addopair(one,f)osplit)), 
sum2 : Int list --f Int, 
sum2 = fix(Af.cond(isnil,zero,addopair(id,f)osplit)). 
We may then perform the following analysis of length: 
[length2](A) = up(kz. case a of 
0:o 
1:o 
OE : 1 
le: 1) 
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Thus dn ( [length21 (A) ) equals the optimal result of Example 13. One may 
note that if we had used A(Boo1) = 2 rather than A(Boo1) = 22 then we 
would not get the optimal result. 
Turning to sum we may perform the following analysis: 
[sIIII~](A) = up(Aa.case a of 
0:o 
l:o 
OE : 1 
l&Z I) 
Thus we do not obtain the optimal result of Example 13. The reason is that 
in A(split) the relationship between the head and the tail of the list is lost; 
in particular we have dn(A(split))Oc = up( (I, 1~)). 
To overcome the above shortcoming the idea is now to replace split with 
an operation split’ that is as split except that it returns an element of the 
tensor product t @I (t list ) rather than the Cartesian product t x (t list ). Thus 
in the analysis we will have: 
A(split’) E A(t list + t @ (t list)), 
Note the similarities between the definition of A(split’) and that of A(case). 
Example 18. In the case of lists of base types the above definition of A (split’ ) 
amounts to the following: 
cr0s.s(0, O), ifa=O 
cros.s( I, I), ifa=I 
I 
. cro~~(O, 26) ucross(l,O~), if a = 08 
cmss( I, le), ifa = lc 
The tensor product used in this definition is 2~4 and it contains the elements: 
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Here we have used a notation for the elements similar to that of Example 3. 
The additional precision of A (split’) over A (split) is due to the presence 
of the element 
corresponding to cross ( 0, 1~ ) u cross ( 1, OE ) . 
So far split’ is the only operation constructing an element of the tensor 
product. We shall also need a version pair’ of pair that operates on tensor 
products. In the analysis A we have: 
A(pair’) E A(tr + ts) X A(t2 + t4) -+ A(tr @ t2 ---f t3 @ ta), 
A(pair’)(hl,hz) 
up(~a.up(~{cross(dn(hl)(a~),d~(~2)(~2)) I (Q,Q2) E dn(a)))), 
= if hi # I A h2 # I, 
L otherwise. 
Finally we need 
A(add’) E A(Int @ Int + Int), 
A(add’) = up(h. U{ul fl u2 1 (ul,uz) E dn(u)}). 
Example 19. Using add’, pair’ and split’ we may now consider the following 
definitions of length and sum: 
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length3: Int list + Int, 
length3 = fix(~f.cond(isnil,zero,add'opair'(one,f)osplit')), 
sumj: Int list + Int, 
sum3 = fix()3f.cond(isnil,zero,add'opair'(id,f)osplit')). 
We may then perform the following analysis of length: 
[length3j(A) = up(Aa.case a of 
0:o 
1:o 
O& : 1 
I&: I) 
Thus dn ( [length31 (A ) ) equals the optimal result of Example 13 just as what 
was obtained in Example 17 without the use of tensor products. 
Turning to sum we may perform the following analysis: 
[sum3] (A) = up(;la. case a of 
0:o 
1:o 
O& : 0 
I&: I) 
Here the use of tensor producs pays off in that dn ([sum3] (A) ) equals the 
optimal result of Example 13, unlike what was obtained in Example 17. 
5. Conclusion 
Judging from the development of the previous section we can obtain optimal 
results for key functions using either case analysis or the tensor product. 
For other choices of primitive operators, e.g. tuple instead of pair, similar 
developments may be performed but additional complications may arise. In 
[ 121 we give formulations where the join-irreducible elements are used for case 
analysis. A similar development but using atoms is contained in [ 131. This all 
relates to the study of so-called expected forms [ 12,15 1. 
We should point out that there is a certain “duality” in the sets considered. 
For lists we are using right-closed sets whereas for tensor products we are using 
left-closed sets (that are additionally closed in each component). The use of 
left-closed sets is rather natural for abstract interpretation as is evidenced by 
the central role the lower powerdomain plays in many formulations of abstract 
interpretation, The use of right-closed sets for lists seems to be necessary to 
capture the essence of Wadler’s insight: the ability to describe long finite lists 
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Proof. Since L and L’ are finite complete lattices it is immediate that L @ L’ 
is a finite partial order. Its least element is {(I, I)} and its greatest element 
is L x L’. If y c L CTS L’ is a nonempty set of elements the formula 
defines a nonempty set, since all Y E Y have (I, I) E Y, and it is left-closed, 
because each Y E Y is, and closed in both components, because each Y E Y is. 
Hence fly is the greatest lower bound of the nonempty collection Y. It follows 
that L 8 L’ is a complete lattice. The formula for least upper bounds is 
UY = TCUJY) 
where in general one cannot dispense with TC. 
That cross : L x L’ -+ L 18 L’ is a function follows because LC ({ (1,l’ )} ) is not 
only left-closed but also closed in each component. Clearly cross is monotonic 
and since L x L’ is finite it follows that it is also continuous. For separate 
additivity we calculate 
cvoss(I, u ,*, I’) = LC({ (I, Ll1*,1’)}) 
= TC({Ul ul2J’))) 
=-W{W’), U2J’))) 
= TC(LC({W’)}) uLC((U2,O)H 
= TC(cross(Z1, I’) u cross(12, I’)) 
= cross(l*, I’) u cross(l2, I’) 
and similarly for the other component. 
Given a function f : L x L’ ---f M that is continuous and separately additive 
we may define a function 
f@:Lc3L’+M 
by the formula displayed. It is clearly monotonic and by finiteness of L ED L’ 
also continuous. Next we calculate 
f%-oss(lJ’)) = jJ{f(W;) I w;) c W’,} 
= f(l,l') 
showing that f@ o cross = f. For additivity we observe that 
f@(Yt u Y2) = fw3 kP’Y2) 
and since Yt u Y2 = TC (Yt U Y2 ) it suffices to show that 
f@(Y) = f@‘(TC(Y)) (for all Y s L x L’). 
Since TC (Y) and Y will always be finite we may prove the result by numerical 
induction on the number of elements of TC (Y) \ Y; we shall denote this number 
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by ITC ( Y) \ Y I. The basis step is immediate because ITC ( Y) \ Y 1 = 0 amounts 
to Y = TC( Y ). For the inductive step we know that Y is not left-closed or 
not closed in both components. If Y is not left-closed we have d C y E Y such 
that d +Z Y; by setting Y’ = Y U {d} we have TC( Y) = TC( Y’) and 
f@(Y) = P(Y) uf(d) = P’Y’) 
If Y is left-closed but not closed in the first component we have (II, [‘I E Y 
and (12,1’) E Y such that (Ii uZz,l’) 6 Y; by setting Y’ = Y U { (II Ukl’)} we 
have TC(Y) = TC(Y’) and 
f@(Y) =f@(Y) Uf(ll,l’) uf(l,,l’) 
=f@O~ uf(l, uZ2,,‘) 
= f@(Y'). 
We proceed in a similar way if Y is not closed in the second component 
(but is left-closed and closed in the first component). In all cases we obtain 
a set Y’ such that f@(Y) = f@(Y’), TC(Y) = TC(Y’) and ITC(Y’) \ Y’I < 
ITC(Y) \ YI. It follows that 
f@(Y) = f@(Y’) = f@(TC(Y’)) = f@(TC(Y)) 
where we used the induction hypothesis. 
Finally we must show the uniqueness of f@. So let f' : L @ L' + M be a 
continuous and additive function such that f' 0 cross = f. Let Y E L 8 L' 
be an arbitrary element of L @ L’; we can then find (II, Zi ), . . . , (In, 1; ) such 
that 
It follows that 
so that 
f'(Y) = UY=*f'( CrO.SS(Zi,Z{)) = U:J f (Zi,Z[) = f@(Y) 
This shows that f’ = f @ and hence f@ is unique. 0 
Appendix B. Correctness of case analysis 
Correctness presupposes a clear understanding of the semantics and so we 
begin by explaining some aspects of it. The semantics of types, S(t), is given 
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by the following definitions where T is the flat cpo of truth values (“true”, 
“false” and I) and Z is the flat cpo of integers (. . . , - 1, 0, 1, . . . and I ): 
S(Int) = Z, 
S(Boo1) = T, 
stt1 x t2) = G(4) XSU,)),, 
sct1 --) t2) = (s(4) -S(t,)),, 
stt, @t2) = stt1 x l2), 
S(to list) = So. 
Here we note that the lifting used for product allows to distinguish between 
the completely undefined value (I) of a product type and the value being a 
pair of undefined values (up( (I, _L ) ) ). Similarly for functions we distinguish 
between the undefined function (I) and the function (up (Ilv.l ) ) that always 
yields an undefined result when applied. 
To explain the semantics of lists consider a partially ordered set (D, c) and 
how to define the partially ordered set (II”, L ) of potentially infinite lists. Let 
us say that a set of positive integers is convex if it equals { 1,2,. . .} or if it 
equals {1,2,..., n} for some ul 2 0; we shall say that the set has supremum II 
exactly when it equals { 1,2, . . . , n}. Assuming that * is an element not in D 
we define 
D" = {I : K + D u {*} 1 
(K is a convex set of positive integers) A 
(Vn E K : Z(n) = * + n is the supremum of K)}. 
We shall feel free to write dom( I) = K when I : K --) D U {*} and we define 
dam*(l) = {i E dam(l) 1 l(i) # *}. Next define 
1 E 1’ if and only if 
((dam(l) C dom(l’)) A (Vn E dam(Z) : I(n) C/‘(n)>) 
where I(n) g P(n) implies that if one of I(n) or P(n) is * then so is the 
other. (To allow for a more convenient notation for the elements of D” we 
shall write the least element of D” as _L and allow the usual notation involving 
“:“, i.e. infix cons, for constructing elements.) 
Turning now to the issue of correctness we shall define a safety relation 
va& : S(t) x A(t) + {true,false} 
by structural induction over types t. This technique is commonly called logical 
relations [ 171 although the use of tensor product gives a twist: 
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VUl~“, (?J,a) = (a = 0 * v = I), 
val,,,,(v,a) z (a = 0 + v = I) A (a = T + v g true) A 
(a = F + v g false), 
valt, X t2 (v,u) S (a = I =+ v = I) A 
v&, (vi, 4 ) A valt, (212, a21 
where (74,212) = &z(v) 
and (ul,a2) = h(a), 
valt, + (j-,/z)= (h = I+f = I)A 
v’v E s(t,) : vu E A(ll) : 
vaL,(v,a) * v4,(dn(f)(v),dn(h)(a)), 
v4.,, (v,a) E (a = I * v = I) A 
(3(ul,az) E h(a) : vd,(vl,al) A vah,(Q,Q) 
where (vt,~) = &z(v)), 
va/ti,,(vf,U/) E (al = o+ ~1 = I) A 
(al = I + Vi E dom(vl): v/(i) # *) A 
(al 6 {&I, TE} A (3 E dom(vl): vi(i) = *) 
+ ‘da E dn(dn(ul)): 3i E dom*(vl): valt(vl(i),u)). 
The cases of base types, product types and function types should be rather 
straightforward. In the case of tensor product we use an existential quantifier 
to reflect that an element of the tensor product is a set of possible properties 
where only one of them needs to hold. The clause for lists formalises the 
meaning of properties of the form al = YE. It is here important to realise that 
for each property a of Y there must be some element of the concrete lists 
that enjoys that property. In the case where the type t of the elements has 
A(t) to be a chain (as for t one of Int, Int list, etc.) this is equivalent to 
Wadler’s requirement that the “meet” of all the elements in the concrete list 
must be described by a. As was also observed in [ 51 this does not make sense 
in general, hence our use of a universal quantifier. 
The safety predicate valt enjoys a number of properties that are indicative 
of what one would expect to hold for an arbitrary analysis. (Just think of 
vaIt (v, a) as a shorthand for /$(v) 5 a for a sufficiently well-behaved function 
PI, i.e. one that is strict and continuous and maps compact elements to compact 
elements. 3 ) 
Lemma 20. The above clauses define an admissible (or inductive) predicate 
3 Note on terminology: Our /3r corresponds to abs of [3]; in an analogous way the (Y and y of 
[ 12,151 correspond to Abs and COW, respectively, of [3]. (The use of a and y is motivated by 
the notation in the original papers on abstract interpretation, e.g. [4].) 
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vu& : S(t) x A(t) --t {true,false} 
that enjoys the following properties: 
Vu E A(t): valt(h(l),a), 
Vu E S(t): valt(v,TA(t)), 
V’v ES(t):Val,az E A(t): val,(v,al) Aal La2 + va&(v,az), 
VW l S(t):Val,a2 E A(t): val,(v,al) Avalt(v,a2) + vul,(v,al Tlaz), 
V’vI,v2~S(t):Va~A(t):vl ~21~~vul~(~~,u)~val~(v~,a). 
Proof. By structural induction on t. 0 
The safety predicate valt also enjoys another property that only holds because 
we were careful to use lifting when interpreting x and +. It is a key result for 
the analysis A to be useful for optimizations based on strictness analysis. (In 
terms of the function pt mentioned above just suppose that it reflects I, i.e. 
/3t(?J) = I * ?I = 1.) 
Lemma 21. V’v ES(t): vult(v,I,4(t)) *‘u = 1. 
Proof. By structural induction on t. 0 
The correctness of the analysis A with respect to the standard semantics S, 
in the sense of the vu1 predicate, is demonstrated in [ 16, Chapter 71. One of 
the more interesting ingredients in this proof is the correctness of A(case). To 
prepare for this we first give the definition of S(case): 
= 
ti 
J-9 ifv = I 
up ;Iv. dn(fi)(v), ifv = [] 
dn(f2) (up( (d,v”))), if ‘u = 21’ : u” 
if fi # 1 A f2 # L 
I, otherwise. 
We then have: 
Lemma 22 (Correctness of A(case) ). Whenever 
valt,,list+tl (A, h 1, 
v4tox (tolist))+t( f2, hz), 
we also have 
val(t,li,t)~t,(S(case)(fl,f2),A(case)(hl,h2)). 
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Proof. For the proof we shall assume that 
v&, 11st--tt, (fi 9 h 1, 
val(t,x (to list))+tl (h, h), 
valt, list (21, a 1, 
and that none of ft, f& hl or h2 equals 1. We then have to show 
val,,(drt(S(case)(fi,f2))(21),dYt(A(case)(hl,h2))(a)). 
The definition of A (case ) (h 1, h2 ) applied to a then amounts to a case analysis 
upon the strictness property a. If a = 0 we know that the list u is I so that 
S(case) (fi,f2> applied to II gives IS. It is therefore correct to use the 
strictness property _LA(~, 1.
If a = I we know that the list II is infinite or partial. Hence any element ‘u’ 
of S( to) may be the head of ‘u (unless ‘u is J-) and the tail U” of v will still be 
infinite or partial. Hence TActo) correctly describes U’ and 2 correctly describes 
21” so that 
dn(h2)(rMT.4(tO), I))) 
correctly describes dn (~5) (up( (v’, v”) ) ) as well as Isct, ) (in case II is I). 
If a = TE we know nothing about the list V; it may be the empty list [ 1, 
its head U’ may be any element of S(tc ) and its tail U” may be any list of 
S(tc list). Thus 
dn(hl) (T&l 
correctly describes dn (fi ) ( [ ] ) and 
dn(hz)(UP((T,Ts))) 
correctly describes dn(f2) (up( (v’, v”)) ) as well as J_su, ). By using the least 
upper bound we obtain a strictness property that correctly describes both 
possibilities. 
Finally consider the case where a = YE and YE # TE; we then know that the 
list v cannot be [ 1. It therefore might be natural to use the strictness property 
dn(hz)(up((T,Tc))) 
since indeed the head U’ of the list u may be any element of S(tc 1. However, 
the snag is that the tail ,u” cannot necessarily be any list of S(to list) because 
there are certain constraints from Y that may still have to be satisfied. Thus 
while dn ( h2 ) (up( (T, TE ) ) ) would not be incorrect we shall be able to do better 
as displayed in the formula for A (case). 
Consider the situation where ZJ is a finite list; since II is not I it will be of 
the form v = V’ : d’. We then have a mapping 
J:Y+ dom* (V ) 
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such that valt, (V (J (a) ), a) holds for all a E Y. We now have a number of 
possibilities concerning 
Y’ = {a E Y 13 (a) = l}. 
For each of these we shall argue that 
Vu E Y’: valto(w’,a), 
VUltOlist(V”, (Y 8 Y’)E). 
The first of these is immediate and gives 
valto (?I’, rlY’) 
using Lemma 20 where we set n8 = T. The second of these is immediate if 
Y 8 Y’ = {T}; so assume that Y 8 Y’ # {T} and note that RC( Y’) then is 
a proper subset of Y. For each a E Y \ RC( Y’) we have a $! Y’ and hence 
J(a) # 1. Thus 
J’(U) = J(U) - 1 
defines a mapping 
3’: (Y\RC(Y’)) +dom*(~“) 
such that val,, (w” (J’ (a) ), a) holds for all a E Y \ RC( Y’). This mapping may 
be extended (in at least one way) to a mapping 
3 “: YeY’+dom*(v”) 
such that valto(v”(~“(a)),a) holds for all a E Y 8 Y’. 
Returning to each choice of Y’ C_ Y we now have a contribution 
and by taking the least upper bound of all of these we correctly describe 
all possibilities.-By way of digression note that we may assume that Y’ is 
nonempty, or Y’ 3 T, as n!Zi = n(T) and Y 8 8 = Y 8 {T}, and therefore 
no contributions will be missed. Furthermore we may assume that Y’ is right- 
closed as nY’ = nRC( Y’) and Y 8 Y’ = Y 8 RC( Y’), and therefore no 
contributions will be missed. In summary we only need to consider those 
Y’ E (?(A(to)) such that Y’ c Y. 0 
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